Evaluation of a structured physiotherapy treatment model for patients with lumbar disc herniation
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Abstract

Symptoms from lumbar disc herniation are common in the general population. Many discs heal spontaneously and the patient’s symptoms cease. When people have severe pain and sciatica, the recommendation is to start with physiotherapy treatment and pain medication for at least six to eight weeks before surgery is considered. There is, however, limited evidence relating to the effects of physiotherapy treatment for patients diagnosed with lumbar disc herniation. One common management method for patients with low back pain and sciatica is Mechanical Diagnosis and Therapy (MDT) or the McKenzie method, which aims to eliminate or minimise pain. However, MDT is seldom recommended for patients with disc herniation with a ruptured outer annulus, as the method is not expected to be effective on these patients.

The overall aim of this thesis was to evaluate a structured physiotherapy treatment model for patients who qualified for lumbar disc surgery by having severe, long-standing pain and an MRI-verified lumbar disc herniation.

Study I evaluated fear-of-movement/kinesiophobia in patients who were treated surgically for lumbar disc herniation. Study II evaluated a structured physiotherapy treatment model in patients who qualified for lumbar disc surgery. Study III described the experience of health among patients three years after treatment with either structured physiotherapy or surgery. Study IV evaluated the occurrence of centralisation of pain in relation to the patients’ disability, self-efficacy and kinesiophobia, after two weeks of McKenzie therapy.

Study I showed that, 10-34 months after surgery for disc herniation, half the patients were classified as having kinesiophobia. These patients were more disabled, had more pain, more catastrophising thoughts, more symptoms of depression, lower self-efficacy and poorer health-related quality of life than patients who were not classified as having kinesiophobia.

Study II showed that the patients had already improved significantly three months after the structured physiotherapy treatment model
in all assessments: disability, leg and back pain, kinesiophobia, health-related quality of life, depression and self-efficacy. The improvement could still be seen at the two-year follow-up.

Study III showed that the patients, in the group treated with structured physiotherapy, expressed the most descriptions in feeling of well-being and they were physically active despite symptoms. In the group treated with surgery patients expressed more feeling of ill-being and were anxious and expressed that they avoided physical activity.

Study IV showed that 21 of the 41 patients were classified as centralisers after two weeks of structured physiotherapy treatment. These patients had significantly less disability, less leg and back pain, higher self-efficacy and less kinesiophobia three months after treatment was started, compared with non-centralisers. Both the centralisers and the non-centralisers improved statistically over time with regard to several parameters.

The overall conclusion from this thesis is that a structured physiotherapy treatment model for patients with pain and disability due to a lumbar disc herniation should be recommended before surgery is considered.
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Sammanfattning

Besvär från diskbräck i ländryggen är tämligen vanligt i befolkningen, även om förekomsten varierar mellan olika vetenskapliga studier. Symtomen varierar ofta över tid och många patienters diskbräck läcker utan åtgärd och därmed försvinner symtomen. Hos patienter med ischias (utsträlande bensmärta), så läcker diskbräcken hos en tredjedel av patienterna redan efter cirka två veckor och symtomen försvinner. Vid smärta från diskbräck rekommenderas ofta behandling såsom sjukgymnastik, medicinering, information och råd. Olika sjukgymnastiska behandlingar används för patienter med diskbräck i ländryggen, men det finns endast begränsade vetenskapliga bevis för hur effektiv sjukgymnastisk behandling är vid dessa besvär. En vanlig behandlingsmetod för patienter med utsträlande bensmärta, av annan orsak än diskbräck (t.ex. en buktande disk), är Mekanisk Diagnostik och Terapi (MDT), också kallad McKenzie-metoden. MDT syftar till att minska eller helt ta bort smärtan med hjälp av olika rörelser och positioner. Metoden rekommenderas däremot sällan för patienter då diskbräcket är bekräftat med magnetkameraundersökning. Anledning till att MDT-metoden inte används vid diskbräck är att metoden då inte förväntas ha någon effekt.

Det övergripande syftet med denna avhandling var att utvärdera en strukturerad sjukgymnastisk behandlingsmodell för patienter med svår långvarig smärta på grund av diskbräck, som bekräftats med magnetkameraundersökning och kriterierna för operation uppfylldes.

Studie I utvärderade rörelserädsla hos patienter som var opererade på grund av diskbräck i ländryggen med avseende på patienternas ryggsymptom, smärta, katastrofanker, depression, tilltrot till sin förmåga och upplevelse av hälsa.

Studie II utvärderade en strukturerad sjukgymnastisk behandlingsmodell för patienter med diskbräck i ländryggen som bedömdes behöva operation.

Studie III beskrev patienternas upplevelse av hälsa tre år efter strukturerad sjukgymnastik eller operation på grund av diskbräck i ländryggen.
SAMMANFATTNING

Studie IV utvärderade förekomsten av centralisering av smärta (hur smärtans utbredning ner i benet drog sig tillbaka mot ländryggen) i relation till patienternas ryggfunktion, tilltro till sin förmåga och rörelserädsla, efter två veckors behandling med McKenzie-metoden hos patienter som uppfyllde kriterierna för operation av diskbråck.


Studie I visade att hälften av patienterna klassificerades som kinesiofoba (rörelserädda) ett år efter operation. Dessa patienter hade signifikant sämre ryggfunktion, mer smärta, mer katastroftankar, mer depression, lägre tilltro till sin förmåga och upplevde sämre hälsa än patienterna som inte klassificerades som kinesiofoba.

Studie II visade att patienterna förbättrades statistisk signifikant och påtagligt redan tre månader efter behandling med strukturerad sjukgymnastik i alla utvärderingar: ryggfunktion, smärta, depression, tilltro till sin förmåga, rörelserädsla och hälsa. Förbättringen kvarstod vid två-årsuppföljningen.

Studie III visade att patienterna som behandlats med sjukgymnastik upplevde hög grad av välbefinnande och var fysiskt aktiva trots besvär. Patienterna som opererats upplevde hög grad av illabefinnande samt beskrev oro och undvek därför fysisk aktivitet.

Den övergripande slutsatsen av denna avhandling är att patienter med diskbråck i ländryggen rekommenderas en strukturerad sjukgymnastisk behandling som minskar eller tar bort patientens smärta, stärker patientens tilltro till sin egen förmåga och ger patienten en positiv syn på fysisk aktivitet, innan operation övervägs.
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**Abbreviations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EQ-5D</td>
<td>The European Quality of Life in 5 Dimensions Questionnaires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRQoL</td>
<td>Health Related Quality of Life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICD-10</td>
<td>International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICF</td>
<td>International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQR</td>
<td>Interquartile Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBP</td>
<td>Low Back Pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDT</td>
<td>Mechanical Diagnosis and Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIC</td>
<td>Minimal Important Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>Magnetic Resonance Imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSAID</td>
<td>Non Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODI</td>
<td>The Oswestry Disability Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OG</td>
<td>Operative Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCS</td>
<td>The Pain Catastrophising Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCT</td>
<td>Randomised Control Study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES</td>
<td>The Self-Efficacy Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLR</td>
<td>Straight Leg Raising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>Sense Of Coherence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPG</td>
<td>Structured Physiotherapy Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSK</td>
<td>The Tampa Scale For Kinesiophobia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAS</td>
<td>Visual Analogue Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>The World Health Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZDS</td>
<td>The Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Introduction

History and prevalence of low back pain and sciatica

People have always had back pain. Back pain was described in the distant past in old texts from 1500 BC. The word sciatica has been used since Ancient Greek times and Hippocrates (460-370 BC) described “ischiatic” pain as mainly affecting men aged 40-60 years (Allan and Waddell, 1989). However, it was not until 1934 that Mixter and Barr (1934) described disc herniation as a cause of sciatica.

Today, back pain is a common problem and a recent systematic review concludes that low back pain (LBP) continues to be a common problem at global level (Hoy et al., 2012). With ageing populations, the absolute number of people with LBP is likely to increase over the coming decades. According to the same review, the mean point prevalence was 18%, the one-year prevalence was 38% and the mean lifetime prevalence was 39% (Hoy et al., 2012). Similar results were reported in a Swedish study (Björck-van Dijken et al., 2008), in which 41% of the 5,798 participants reported LBP. Moreover, individuals with LBP more frequently had a physically demanding job and a high physical work activity level but a low physical activity level during their leisure time (Björck-van Dijken et al., 2008). However, sciatica prevalence estimates vary widely between different studies, according to a systematic review from 2008 (Konstantinou and Dunn, 2008). The variation may be due to differences in definitions and methods of data collection. The review comprised just one study that based the sciatica diagnosis on a standardised physical examination. This was a Finnish study by Heliövaara et al. (1987) who investigated the prevalence of lumbar disc herniation in a sample of 8,000 people, where the lifetime prevalence was 5% for men and 4% for women.

Anatomy and biomechanical function

The spine has three important biomechanical functions; 1) to protect the spinal cord and other nerve structures, 2) to transfer weight between the
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head, trunk and pelvis and 3) to permit motion of the spine and the adjacent body parts. The spine consists of a complex system of vertebrae that articulate with one another through joints, ligaments and discs (Figure 1).

Figure 1: The spine includes five lumbar vertebrae with discs. A healthy disc with the nucleus pulposus and annulus fibrosus.

The trunk muscles must have sufficient strength and endurance to satisfy the demands of control, but the efficacy of the muscle system is dependent on its controller, the central nervous system (CNS) (Panjabi, 1992). Different muscles in the trunk perform different tasks; there are both superficial muscles and deep intrinsic muscles. The superficial muscles, rectus abdominis, obliquus externus abdominis and to some extent obliquus internus abdominis, produce flexion, lateral flexion and rotation moments and control external forces from these directions (Bergmark, 1989). Transversus abdominis (TrA) is the deepest of the abdominal muscles. It is suggested that TrA makes a specific contribution to spinal stability and should be trained separately from other muscles (Hodges and Richardson, 1999). The function of TrA can be impaired in the presence of low back pain (Hodges, 2000).

Intra-abdominal pressure is maintained by activity in the surrounding muscles. The mechanical role of intra-abdominal pressure is not fully understood, but there appears to be a correlation between an increased load on the trunk and intra-abdominal pressure (Bergmark, 1989). Another factor to consider may be breathing control. Optimised breathing control may
provide increased segmental control of the spine through the production of increased intra-abdominal pressure. Studies have investigated the role of breathing control during lifting and lowering tasks and they have concluded that patients with LBP had increased inspired volume during lifting and lowering tasks (Hagins and Lamberg, 2011; Lamberg and Hagins, 2012).

The disc is an avascular structure and contains a gelatinous nucleus pulposus, the surrounding fibrous zone, annulus fibrosus, and the vertebral endplates (Figure 1). In healthy young people, the water content in the nucleus is 80-90%. The water content decreases with age, mainly after the fourth decade of life (Adams and Roughley, 2006).

The disc is an absorber of load forces, mainly compressive loads, but it also absorbs tensile stresses during motions of flexion, extension and lateral flexion. Axial rotation of the torso causes torsional loads and shear stresses in the disc (White and Panjabi, 1978). The disc allows motion in all directions, but the direction of the facet joints restricts the motion in the segment. The direction of the facet joints differs in the spine and, in the lumbar spine, mainly flexion and extension are possible.

The mechanical load on the disc is particularly important for maintaining a healthy disc. On the other hand, prolonged exposure to hypo- or hyperphysiological loading can damage the disc. The magnitude, frequency and duration of dynamic loading together determine the destiny of disc cells (Chan et al., 2011). It has been shown that hydrostatic pressure influences the intervertebral disc cell metabolism. Moreover, abnormal hydrostatic pressure may accelerate disc degeneration (Handa et al., 1997). The load applied to the disc is more complex than only compression and hydrostatic pressure; other physical factors and different types of mechanical load also affect disc cell behaviour (Chan et al., 2011).

**Lumbar disc herniation**

Disc herniation is preceded by annular tears (or annular fissures). The nucleus pulposus, sometimes the annulus fibrosus and material from the end plates can penetrate the annular tears and cause a bulging disc. A bulging disc can develop into a complete disc herniation. Herniation is defined as the localised displacement of disc material beyond the limits of the intervertebral disc space (Fardon and Milette, 2001).

One common classification of disc herniation involves distinguishing between protrusion, extrusion and sequestration (Fardon and Milette, 2001).
The difference between disc protrusion and disc extrusion is based on the shape of the displaced material. The disc herniation can be contained or uncontained. A contained herniation has an intact outer annulus in contrast to an uncontained herniation that has a broken outer annulus. Sequestration occurs if the displaced disc material has lost continuity with the parent disc (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Different severities of disc herniation. From upper left: Disc bulge, protrusion, extrusion, and sequestration.

A disc herniation can cause the mechanical compression of a nerve root,
which can lead to symptoms and leg pain in particular (Rydevik et al., 1984). Furthermore, several studies have shown that sciatica depends not only on mechanical nerve root compression but also on biochemical factors (Brisby et al., 2000; Kayama et al., 1996; Olmarker et al., 1996, 1993). For example, experiments in pigs have shown that the epidural application of autologous nucleus pulposus without mechanical nerve root compression induced a pronounced reduction in nerve conduction velocity in the cauda equina nerve roots, compared with the epidural application of retroperitoneal fat in control experiments (Olmarker et al., 1993). In addition, it has been shown that the nucleus pulposus can induce morphological and structural changes in the nerve root (Kayama et al., 1996; Olmarker et al., 1996). In conclusion, there appear to be several pathophysiological explanations for the generation of symptoms due to disc herniation.

**Symptoms and clinical findings from lumbar disc herniation**

Persons with lumbar disc herniation do not necessarily have any symptoms. With Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) bulging discs have been demonstrated in 81% of healthy volunteers without back problems and focal disc protrusions in 33% of the included persons (Stadnik et al., 1998). Another study investigated a group of patients with sciatica severe enough to require a discectomy and compared them with an age-, gender- and risk factor-matched group of asymptomatic individuals. The results showed that, in the matched group of asymptomatic individuals, there was a very high prevalence (76%) of disc herniation. It was concluded that individuals with minor disc herniations (i.e. protrusion, contained disc) were at high risk that their MRI findings not were a causal explanation of pain because a high rate of asymptomatic subjects had comparable morphological findings (Boos et al., 1995). It is therefore most important to evaluate MRI findings together with clinical findings to be able to clarify whether or not a disc herniation is giving the patient the symptoms.

When a person with a suspected lumbar disc herniation is examined, the clinical tests include a neurological examination of motor function, sensation, reflexes and the straight leg raising test (Hoppenfeldt, 1976). Back range of motion is also often examined. According to Vucetic and Svensson (1996), lumbar range of motion and the crossed Lasègue sign were the only physical signs that predicted 71% of the ruptured annuli and 80% of the intact annuli. Moreover, a thorough anamnesis, including both present and past history of pain and other symptoms, is necessary when patients
with suspected disc herniation are examined, in order to make the correct diagnosis (Koes et al., 2007).

Recurrent back pain is a common occurrence prior to the first appearance of radiating leg pain, which could be a sign of lumbar disc herniation. The most common symptom associated with lumbar disc herniation is leg pain in the affected nerve root dermatome (Weber, 1994). In addition, weakness or complete loss of motor function could appear and superficial sensibility can be reduced or totally lost in the affected nerve root dermatome. Moreover, the patient may describe different qualities of pain such as aching, pins and needles, numbness and muscle cramp pain.

Pain due to lumbar disc herniation is often known to be more severe than pain in other orthopaedic diagnoses. Furthermore, patients with signs of nerve root involvement are more severely affected than those with low back pain and pain referred to the legs (Kongsted et al., 2012). A study showed that an excess of 30 mm corresponded to moderate pain and an excess of 54 mm on the VAS was proposed as severe pain (Collins et al., 1997). Since the pain is often severe, it might influence the patients’ ability to function in daily life. Pain can also be long-standing and lead to long periods of sick leave due to pain and disability (Dawson et al., 2011). Sick leave often results in negative economic consequences for the individual, as well as for society (Hansson and Hansson, 2005). Several studies have also reported that depressive symptoms can accompany disc herniation (Arpino et al., 2004; Zieger et al., 2011, 2010).

Natural healing

Evaluating treatment effects on patients with symptoms from a lumbar disc herniation is a challenge, as spontaneous healing is common. The symptoms often vary over time and many discs heal spontaneously and the symptoms cease. In patients with sciatica but without confirmed disc herniation on MRI, about one-third recover two weeks after the onset of sciatica and approximately three-quarters recover after three months (Vroomen et al., 2002). Von Korff (1994) has pointed out problems associated with studying the natural course of back pain and argues that studies of natural history must investigate the development of the back pain in the absence of clinical intervention. This is a major problem, as it is ethically questionable not to offer treatment to patients with lumbar disc herniation who experience severe pain and/or long-standing pain.
The natural course of sciatica, but without confirmed disc herniation on MRI, was evaluated in a randomised controlled trial, which compared non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAID) with placebo. The patients were, however, examined within 14 days after the onset of radiating leg pain, which meant that the opportunity to draw definite conclusions was limited. Approximately 40% of the 183 patients had back pain and restrictions in work and leisure after three months, while the corresponding figure after one year was 30% of 173 patients (Weber et al., 1993).

In a study designed to investigate the natural history of morphological changes on MRI, it was found that 37 of 42 patients (88%) showed an effective reduction in herniated mass on MRI 3-12 months after the onset of symptoms (Takada et al., 2001). To be more precise, after three months, eight patients’ (19%) disc herniations were classified as being in regression. However, the so-called natural history included treatment with bed rest, non-steroidal, anti-inflammatory drugs, pelvic traction and caudal epidural block. The opportunity to draw definite conclusions about natural healing is therefore limited. Moreover, the results showed that sequestered hernias and transligamentous extrusions appear to be more easily and rapidly absorbed than other types of herniation.

Saal et al. (1996) reviewed the literature on natural history and non-operative treatment for patients with lumbar disc herniation and concluded that lumbar disc herniation has a favourable prognosis in the majority of patients. He also recommended that, because of the positive natural history within the first three months, surgery is rarely indicated before 6-12 weeks. A general recommendation is to wait 6-8 weeks before surgery (Bono et al., 2006).

Taken together, the true natural healing and history of lumbar disc herniation disease is not clear.

Treatments and outcomes for patients with lumbar disc herniation

Physiotherapy treatment

The general recommendation, when patients report symptoms from lumbar disc herniation, is to start with non-surgical treatment (Bono et al., 2006; Saal et al., 1996; Weber, 1994). There are many different treatment methods for patients with low back pain and sciatica. However, there is limited
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evidence relating to the effects of physiotherapy treatments for patients diagnosed with lumbar disc herniation.

Recent clinical guidelines for low back pain include guidelines for patients with the ICD diagnosis of lumbago with sciatica and the associated ICF diagnosis of acute, sub-acute and chronic low back pain with radiating pain (Delitto et al., 2012). The guidelines are extensive and include guidelines for diagnosis, examination and interventions. The diagnosis is based on impairment/function and no MRI is used. For this reason, the interventions are not clearly formulated for patients with lumbar disc herniation and sciatica. However, there are some cohort studies, RCTs and systematic reviews, which are presented below, designed to evaluate the efficacy of treatments for patients with lumbar disc herniation and sciatica. A systematic review with the aim of evaluating the efficacy and adverse effects of treatments for patients with lumbar disc herniation and radiculopathy reported moderate evidence favouring stabilisation exercises over no treatment, manipulation over sham manipulation and the addition of mechanical traction over medication and electrotherapy. Adverse events were primarily experienced in association with traction treatment (Hahne et al., 2010).

Another systematic review (Luijsterburg et al., 2007) was unable to conclude whether physiotherapy, bed rest, manipulation or medication should be recommended as the most suitable treatment for patients with disc herniation. Traction, corticosteroid injections and acupuncture could not be recommended according to the same review, as several trials indicate no evidence of any effect. On the other hand, a recent RCT (Moustafa and Diab, 2013) evaluated lumbar extension traction versus a control group in patients with L5-S1 radiculopathy. At inclusion, the 64 patients had a duration of symptoms of more than three months and mild to moderate disability up to 40% on the ODI (ranges 0-100%). Patients who were unable to tolerate extension positions were excluded. The study showed that lumbar extension traction restored lumbar lordosis, reduced pain and disability and increased segmental intervertebral movements compared with a control group who received hot packs and interferential therapy. Another RCT (Unlu et al., 2008) compared three different physiotherapy treatments; traction, ultrasound and low-power laser. The 60 patients were diagnosed as having lumbar disc herniation with symptoms lasting less than three months. The treatments were applied over a period of three weeks, five days a week, and with a follow-up period of three months. The results showed that all three treatments were equally effective in terms of pain and disability.

In a retrospective cohort study (Saal and Saal, 1989), all 58 patients un-
Treatments and outcomes for patients with lumbar disc herniation
derwent an aggressive physical rehabilitation programme including several
treatment methods for pain control as well as for exercise training. All the
patients were diagnosed using CT or MRI showing lumbar disc herniation.
The results for the total group were 90% good or excellent outcome on a
self-reported 4-grade scale (excellent, good, fair and poor). However, the
evaluation was only performed on one occasion, approximately 31 months
after treatment, which makes it difficult to disregard natural healing. An-
other retrospective cohort study (Hahne et al., 2011) also reported good
results for patients with lumbar disc herniation using a physiotherapeutic
functional restoration programme. Like Saal and Saal (1989), this study
evaluated the effect of treatment several months after treatment began and
had in addition a long treatment period of 8.7 months. This long treatment
period makes it difficult to disregard natural healing. One randomised con-
trolled study (Albert and Manniche, 2012) compared two types of active
treatment for patients with sciatica; one group with symptom-guided ex-
cercises and the other with sham exercises, where both groups were given
information and advice to stay active. The conclusion was that both groups
were equally effective. However, this study did not control adequately for
natural healing, since, at inclusion, some patients had only had sciatica for
two weeks and the patients’ diagnoses were not confirmed with an MRI.

One common management method for patients with low back pain and
sciatica is Mechanical Diagnosis and Therapy (MDT), also known as the
McKenzie method, which aims to eliminate or minimise pain (McKenzie
and May, 2003). A systematic review showed that patients with low back
pain treated with MDT reported a greater, more rapid reduction in pain and
disability compared with NSAIDs, educational booklets, back massage and
back care advice, strength training, spinal mobilisation and general exer-
cises (Clare et al., 2004). In an RCT with a one-year follow-up, Paatelma
et al. (2008) found that the McKenzie method was only marginally more
effective compared with only giving advice to patients with low back pain.
For patients with sciatica and a verified lumbar disc herniation, it has, how-
ever, been shown that a selected group of patients who responded to MDT
after five days of treatment reported that they were satisfied after 55 weeks
(Brötz et al., 2003). The patients started treatment just 12 days after the on-
set of symptoms and the effects of spontaneous healing cannot therefore be
excluded. However, according to the MDT method, the hydrostatic mech-
anism in the disc is a prerequisite for being able to influence the internal
disc displacement. The conceptual model according to the MDT method
implies that it is possible to influence the internal disc displacement by re-
peating movements and positions, thereby influencing the patient’s symptoms (McKenzie and May, 2003). When a disc has herniated, the annular wall is breached by the herniated material and the hydrostatic mechanism in the disc is lost. In this case, according to McKenzie and May (2003), the repeated movements and positions used with the MDT method can no longer be expected to influence the symptoms. Consequently, physiotherapists trained in the MDT method rarely use this method if disc herniation is confirmed with an MRI. However, symptom-guided treatment has been shown to have an effect on patients with lumbar disc herniation (Albert and Manniche, 2012), but further evaluation is required.

Trunk stabilisation exercises, which aim to restore deep trunk muscle control, have been used for the prevention and rehabilitation of low back pain (Hodges et al., 2003). A randomised controlled trial revealed a reduction in the recurrence of low back pain episodes after specific trunk stabilisation exercises compared with a control group receiving advice and the use of medication (Hides et al., 2001). Dynamic lumbar stabilisation exercises have been found to relieve pain and improve function in patients who have undergone microdiscectomy (Yilmaz et al., 2003). The effects of trunk stabilisation exercises combined with MDT have, however, not been studied in patients with non-operated lumbar disc herniation.

**Surgery**

As stated earlier, disc herniation commonly heals spontaneously and with decreasing symptoms over time (Weber et al., 1993). For this reason, it is common to allow some time to pass for healing before surgery is considered. If other treatment does not succeed within 6-8 weeks, surgery may be considered in patients with severe symptoms (Bono et al., 2006). A Swedish study shows a mean annual incidence of lumbar disc surgery of 24/100,000 inhabitants a year. The ten-year rate of re-operations in the same study was 10%. The 30-day mortality rate was 0.5 per 1,000 operations (Jansson et al., 2004). Lumbar disc surgery rates vary widely between different countries from 16 to 125/100,000 inhabitants (Rasmussen et al., 2005). The number of back operations has been shown to be 40% higher in the United States than in any other country (Cherkin et al., 1994).

One exception is the cauda equina syndrome, which is an acute condition that influences the function of the bladder, sometimes the intestinal function and the superficial sensibility in the genital area can be reduced. An absolute indication for lumbar disc surgery is a progressive neurolog-
ical deficit commonly associated with the cauda equina syndrome (Bono et al., 2006). Likewise, Cakir et al. (2009) state that the only clear and objective indication for early surgery is the cauda equina syndrome. However, the same authors also point out that striking evidence with regard to the necessity for immediate surgery does not cover even this severe complication. The relative indications for discectomy vary between surgeons and patients. According to Bono et al. (2006), it is incumbent on clinicians to discuss the advantages, disadvantages, risks, alternatives and estimated expected outcomes with patients.

Most of the time, the primary aim of lumbar disc surgery is to relieve the patient from pain in the leg. Other symptoms, such as back pain and possible muscle weakness in the leg, appear to be more difficult to reduce with surgery.

Aspects of evaluations for patients with lumbar disc herniation

In connection with spinal disorders, evaluations of the following domains are recommended for inclusion when evaluating the effects of treatment for patients with lumbar disc herniation: back-specific function, generic health status, pain, work disability and patient satisfaction (Bombardier, 2000). The results of a systematic review indicated that socio-demographic, clinical, work-related and psychological factors predict the outcome of lumbar surgery (den Boer et al., 2006b). A systematic review of non-surgical treated sciatica concluded that psychological factors were rarely investigated and saw a need of a consistent definition of sciatica (Ashworth et al., 2011).

In this thesis, these recommendations were followed as basic evaluation domains. In addition, the following domains are included: different aspects of health, centralisation of pain and kinesiophobia.

Health from quantitative and qualitative perspectives

The WHO defines health as a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity (World Health Organisation, 1948). Health is a fundamental human right and people should therefore have access to basic resources for health. Obviously,
health is not a state that is easily measured, although several attempts have been made to measure quality of life and health (Garratt et al., 2002).

Health is an experience full of nuances and it is therefore not easily captured with standardised questionnaires. People’s perception of quality of life also varies between individuals and is dynamic within them (Carr et al., 2001). For this reason, it may be suitable to evaluate health with interviews in which people are free to speak out about their own experiences, making it possible to give other perspectives than questionnaires permit.

In qualitative research, the interviewer is trained to put open-ended questions and open-ended follow-up questions, in order to explore the unique individual’s perspective. Open-ended questions are said to yield in-depth responses about people’s experiences, perceptions, opinions, feelings and knowledge. The data consist of verbatim quotations with sufficient context to be interpretable (Patton, 2002).

Taken together, standardised questionnaires and interviews illustrate different perspectives of health and answer different research questions. For this reason, both types of evaluation are important and together they can give a more detailed, deeper understanding of health than if just one perspective is investigated.

Centralisation of pain

The centralisation phenomenon is a concept within the MDT method that describes the reduction and elimination of distal pain in response to the therapeutic loading strategies. The centralised pain can increase in intensity in the back, but, as long as the distal pain is reduced in distribution, it is interpreted as a good sign and a sign of recovery. The increased central pain is presumed to decrease later during the treatment period (McKenzie and May, 2003).

The centralisation phenomenon was first described in 1981 (McKenzie, 1981). Thereafter, studies supported the hypothesis that end-range movements could influence the intensity and location of pain (Donelson et al., 1991, 1990).

Definitions of the centralisation phenomenon have differed between studies and standardised criteria are requested (Berthelot et al., 2007). The criteria compiled by Wemeke et al. (1999), with three well-described categories, centralisation group, non-centralisation group and partial reduction group, are commonly used.
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Centralisation group

1. A clinically induced change in the location of pain/symptoms referred from the spine moves from the most distal position toward the cervical or lumbar midline. Note: For patients with only central or midline pain, the midline pain must cease during initial visit.

2. The change in pain location or abolition of midline pain must remain better (i.e., the lateral or distal pain does not reappear), as a result of mechanical movements/positions.

3. The change in pain location initially observed on the first visit must continue its proximal movement on subsequent trials until all symptoms are abolished. Note: Midline pain must remain abolished on subsequent visits.

Non-centralisation group:

1. No changes in the location pain occurs, or

2. The location of pain changes from a central to a more distal location throughout all treatment visits.

Figure 3: Centralisation phenomenon, centralisation of distal pain to a more central location.
**Partial reduction group**

1. The location of pain changes from a more distal to a more central location during each visit, without a progressive movement in initial pain location toward the midline at consecutive visits, or

2. No change in pain location occurs during any one visit, but the patient has a gradual decrease in pain location over subsequent visits.

The centralisation phenomenon has been shown to be associated with a good prognosis; i.e. patients who centralise do better (Aina et al., 2004; Albert et al., 2012; Skytte et al., 2005; Werneke et al., 2008).

If the centralisation phenomenon and direction of preference (i.e. movements in one direction reduce the pain and movements in the opposite direction increase it) are considered when exercise is prescribed and, when the exercise matches the direction of preferences, it leads to a better outcome in subgroups of patients with LBP than if exercise in the opposite direction is used (Long et al., 2004; Long, 1995).

Studies have shown that patients with sciatica and suspected disc herniation who have centralised will have better outcomes than non-centralisers (Albert et al., 2012; Broetz et al., 2010; Skytte et al., 2005). However, these studies have included patients with short duration of pain, which makes it difficult to disregard natural healing. Moreover, MRI had not confirmed the disc herniation. The centralisation phenomenon is not expected to occur in patients in whom uncontained disc herniation is confirmed with MRI, according to McKenzie and May (2003); for this reason, MDT is seldom recommended when patients are diagnosed with disc herniation.

**Kinesiophobia and fear of movement**

Fear of movement and kinesiophobia are two concepts, which are frequently used synonymously in the literature. Another term used to describe fear in relation to pain is pain-related fear. Pain-related fear is a broad, general term that incorporates all kinds of fear related to pain (Crombez et al., 1999). Fear of movement/(re-)injury is described as “a specific fear of movement and physical activity that is (wrongfully) assumed to cause re-injury” (Vlaeyen et al., 1995b). In the most extreme situation of fear of movement, the term ‘kinesiophobia’ can be used, according to Kori et al. (1990).

The cognitive-behavioural fear-avoidance model (Figure 4) is often used when describing the different paths a patient with chronic pain can follow
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Figure 4: A cognitive-behavioural model of fear of movement/(re)injury by Vlaeyen et al. (1995b). This figure has been reproduced with permission of the International Association for the Study of Pain® (IASP). The figure may not be reproduced for any other purpose without permission.

(Vlaeyen et al., 1995b). The model suggests two responses to pain after an injury; catastrophising, with fear of fear of movement/(re)injury and avoidance followed by disability and consequently a vicious circle, or non-catastropising and confrontation, which are assumed to lead to recovery 4.

Originally, the fear-avoidance model was used on patients with chronic low back pain (Boersma and Linton, 2006; Picavet et al., 2002; Vlaeyen et al., 1995a). Kinesiophobia is thought to play a negative role in the outcome of rehabilitation for patients with low back pain and a high prevalence of kinesiophobia has been observed among patients with persistent low back pain (Lundberg et al., 2004; Picavet et al., 2002). During the last decade the number of studies concerning the fear-avoidance model have increased substantially (Vlaeyen and Linton, 2012). The model and conception of fear of movement have spread and have been used for patients with cervical radiculopathy (Dedering and Börjesson, 2012), upper extremity disability (Das De et al., 2013; Feleus et al., 2007), patients with knee problems (Domenech et al., 2012) and acute low back pain (Ostelo et al., 2007).
Summary of problem areas

Lumbar disc herniation is fairly common in the general population and can lead to severe, long-standing pain (Hoy et al., 2012). Many lumbar disc herniations heal spontaneously, but many patients have to endure a long period of pain and symptoms. Non-surgical treatment including pain medication are recommended as the first choice for patients with severe pain from a lumbar disc herniation (Bono et al., 2006). However, there is little evidence to support the effect of physiotherapy treatment methods. In order to account for the complexity of pain, symptoms, impaired function and disability these patients present, it seems necessary to design a structured physiotherapy treatment model. The treatment should aim for a reduction in the patients’ pain and disability and also to empower the patients and increase their self-efficacy, so that they will be able to cope more easily with their back problem in the future.

Health-related quality of life (HRQoL) is assessed at an earlier stage in patients in relation to lumbar disc surgery (Hansson and Hansson, 2007). A more detailed description of patients’ experience of health a couple of years after structured physiotherapy treatment or surgery is, however, lacking. A qualitative interview study with open-ended questions to patients with lumbar herniation could yield in-depth responses about their experiences, perceptions, opinions, feelings and knowledge.

The centralisation of pain is not expected to occur in patients when disc herniation is confirmed with MRI and, for this reason, MDT is seldom recommended when patients are diagnosed with disc herniation (McKenzie and May, 2003). At our hospital, however, we have good clinical experience of MDT treatment for this group of patients. An evaluation of the centralisation phenomenon in relation to a structured physiotherapy treatment model for patients with lumbar disc herniation therefore appeared to be justified.

Fear of movement is thought to play a negative role in the outcome of rehabilitation for patients with low back pain and a high prevalence of kinesiophobia has been observed among patients with persistent low back pain (Lundberg et al., 2004; Picavet et al., 2002). It could therefore be assumed that fear of movement might also influence patients with lumbar disc herniation.
Aims

The overall aim of this thesis was to evaluate a structured physiotherapy treatment model for patients, who qualified for lumbar disc surgery by having severe, long-standing pain and an MRI-verified lumbar disc herniation.

The specific aims were to:

- study kinesiophobia in patients who were treated surgically for lumbar disc herniation and relate the results to established outcome measures (Study I)
- evaluate a structured physiotherapy treatment model in patients who qualified for lumbar disc surgery (Study II)
- describe the experience of health among patients three years after treatment with a structured physiotherapy model or surgery due to lumbar disc herniation (Study III)
- evaluate the occurrence of the centralisation phenomenon in relation to the patients’ disability, self-efficacy and kinesiophobia, after two weeks of McKenzie therapy for patients who qualified for lumbar disc surgery (Study IV)
Patients and Methods

All the patients in this thesis qualified for lumbar disc surgery. However, there were two study populations (Table 1) — patients who were treated surgically at Södra Älvsborg Hospital (Study I) and patients who were identified as surgical candidates at Sahlgrenska University Hospital (Studies II-IV). Orthopaedic surgeons determined whether the patients qualified for lumbar disc surgery after MRI and a physical examination according to the recommendations of the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons for patients with lumbar disc herniation (Nachemson, 1993) and also according to more recent recommendations by Bono et al. (2006).

Inclusion criteria

Patients were included if they were between 18-65 years of age, had an MRI confirming disc herniation and explaining the clinical findings, had severe leg pain and symptoms for at least six weeks (minimising the effects of spontaneous healing), and pain distribution with concomitant neurological disturbances correlated to the affected nerve root.

Exclusion criteria

Patients were excluded from participation in Studies II, III and IV if they had the cauda equina syndrome, previous spinal surgery, other spinal diseases, such as spinal stenosis and spondylolisthesis, and inadequate command of Swedish language.

Study I

All 97 patients between 18 and 65 years of age who had undergone standardised open discectomy in 2004 and 2005 at Södra Älvsborg Hospital (Sweden) were invited to participate in the study. Questionnaires were sent to the patients in September 2006. If no response was received after two mailed reminders, the patients were reminded by telephone. Eighty-four (48 men) of 97 patients (87%) returned the questionnaires. The patients had a mean age of 43 (SD 11) years.
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Table 1: Overview of the studies included in the thesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Number of patients</th>
<th>Treatments</th>
<th>Aim</th>
<th>Study population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>Surgery</td>
<td>Study kinesiophobia</td>
<td>Södra Älvsborg Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>Structured physiotherapy treatment</td>
<td>Evaluate structured physiotherapy treatment</td>
<td>Sahlgrenska University Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>20 (10+10)</td>
<td>Structured physiotherapy treatment and surgery</td>
<td>Describe experience of health</td>
<td>Sahlgrenska University Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>Structured physiotherapy treatment</td>
<td>Evaluate centralisation phenomenon</td>
<td>Sahlgrenska University Hospital</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Studies II and IV

One hundred and fifty patients, who were referred to the orthopaedic clinic at Sahlgrenska University Hospital, Gothenburg, Sweden, from November 2003 to January 2008, were identified as potential participants in Studies II and IV. The patients were examined and disc herniation was confirmed by MRI. The spontaneous resolution of symptoms occurred in 70 patients (Figure 5). The remaining 80 patients had MRI-verified disc herniation, met the inclusion criteria and qualified for surgery. Orthopaedic surgeons determined whether the patients qualified for lumbar disc surgery after MRI and a physical examination according to the recommendations of the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons for patients with lumbar disc herniation (Nachemson, 1993).

Initially, Study II was planned as a randomised controlled trial (RCT) comparing a structured physiotherapy treatment model and surgery, but the number of patients was not large enough to obtain acceptable power, despite a long period of inclusion. Eighteen of the 80 patients were initially randomised to physiotherapy, 17 patients were randomised to surgery and 45 patients did not accept randomisation. Twenty-seven of the 45 patients
Figure 5: Flow chart Studies II-IV
who did not accept randomisation agreed to take part in the structured physiotherapy treatment and 18 patients decided to undergo surgery. A decision was therefore made solely to present a cohort of 45 patients treated according to the structured physiotherapy treatment protocol. Before the structured physiotherapy treatment began, four patients recovered to the extent that they could no longer be accepted as surgical candidates and they were therefore excluded from the studies. The remaining 41 patients treated according to the structured physiotherapy model will be presented in Studies II and IV (Figure 5).

Independent examiners, who were not involved in the treatment, distributed the questionnaires before treatment and at the three-, 12- and 24-month follow-ups.

The patients had a mean age of 42 (SD 9.1) years. Of the 41 patients, 19 (46%) were men.

Study III

Three years after completing either structured physiotherapy treatment (n=10) or surgery (n=10), the patients were selected for this interview study (Figure 5). The patients were selected from the cohort that was initially planned as an RCT (Study II) of a structured physiotherapy treatment model and surgery and a cohort of patients who had chosen treatment (structured physiotherapy treatment model or surgery). Earlier quantitative studies show no differences between surgery and non-surgical treatments after one and two years (Jacobs et al., 2011). A decision was therefore made to include both patients who were treated with surgery and patients who were treated with structured physiotherapy, as these patients could be regarded as a homogeneous group. There was, however, no intention to compare the two groups. A convenience sample of ten patients from each treatment group was consecutively selected, meaning that ten patients had undergone surgery, of whom five were randomised to treatment and five had chosen surgery in Study II. This group was named the Operative Group (OG). Correspondingly, ten patients had been treated with structured physiotherapy, of whom five patients were randomised to treatment and five patients chose physiotherapy treatment in Study II. This group was named the Structured Physiotherapy Group (SPG). Patients that had surgery on more than one occasion and patients who first received physiotherapy treatment but then required surgery were not selected for this study. In order to prevent uneven distribution in the two groups (SPG and OG), a check was made of the in-
tensity of pain in the leg and back two years after treatment. In both groups, the selected patients had a wide spread of pain intensity in the leg and back, documented with a Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) two years after treatment.

The twenty patients were 25-66 years old (median age 43.5), nine women and eleven men. The patients in the SPG, six women and four men, were 31-66 years old (median age 49.5) and the patients in the OG, three women and seven men, were 25-59 years old (median age 40.5). During the interviews, three patients reported other diagnoses that could influence their health. In the SPG, one patient had a whiplash disorder and another had concentration problems following a virus in the CNS. In the OG, one patient had varicose ulcers. Two years after treatment, the patients answered questionnaires, which revealed that three patients experienced kinesiophobia, 13 patients had no leg pain and likewise 13 patients reported no back pain. No disability was reported by 15 patients.

**Treatment methods**

Surgical treatment was performed on all the patients in Study I. The structured physiotherapy treatment model was used for all the patients in Studies II and IV. In Study III, ten patients were treated with structured physiotherapy and ten with surgery.

**Surgical treatment, Studies I and III**

The surgical treatment comprised a standardised open discectomy performed by spinal surgeons. The post-surgery rehabilitation included early active rehabilitation according to Kjellby-Wendt and Styf (1998). The surgical treatment is expected to reduce leg pain and thereafter the post-surgery rehabilitation aims to restore function, such as strength and flexibility, in order to return to work and physical activity.

**Structured physiotherapy treatment model, Studies II-IV**

Six physiotherapists, with MDT credentials, examined and treated the patients during a nine-week period (Figure 6).
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Figure 6: A graphic illustration of the structured physiotherapy treatment model. A total of nine weeks of treatment and thereafter a follow-up in week 13. Patients were empowered to continue the training on their own.

Figure 7: The best-known movements associated with MDT are extension exercises. Picture: Anders Agetorp

Phase 1 – MDT, weeks 1-2

For the first two weeks, an MDT protocol was followed based on individual clinical examinations of mechanical and symptomatic responses to positions and movements (Figure 6). The aim of the protocol was to minimise pain and it was conducted with the emphasis on self-management and the empowerment of the patient. The key management decision is to determine
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Figure 8: Side-gliding as the patient’s own exercise and as a physiotherapist-assisted exercise. Photo: Göte Norgren

Figure 9: Rotation in flexion as patient’s own exercise and as a physiotherapist assisted exercise. Photo: Göte Norgren
the direction of loading that is necessary primarily to reduce the symptoms in the leg. The best-known movement associated with MDT is extension exercises (Figure 7). However, in patients with lumbar disc herniation, it is often movements in other directions that reduce pain, so-called lateral procedures such as side glide (Figure 8) and rotation in flexion (Figure 9). The patients were instructed to perform exercises several times a day with the aim of reducing the leg pain. The fact that the patients were aware of the effect of different postures and mechanical loads and were able to adjust posture and loads from symptomatic responses was just as important as the exercises. The patients were educated in the principles of the MDT method in order to evaluate the effect of the home-based exercises themselves. This meant that the patients could decide whether to continue with the exercise or interrupt it until the next meeting with the physiotherapist. Sometimes, it may be necessary to introduce manual techniques performed by the physiotherapist in order to produce a reduction in pain. Most patients will then be able to continue with their home exercises several times a day (McKenzie and May, 2003). The MDT method is characterised by the collaboration between the patient and the physiotherapist. The aim with the collaboration is to encourage empowerment and give the patients tools to treat themselves.

Evaluation of the centralisation phenomenon (Study IV)

Two weeks after MDT treatment began, the physiotherapist who treated the patient evaluated the centralisation phenomenon on the basis of the self-reported pain drawings and the assessments made by the physiotherapist, see also Assessment of the centralisation phenomenon, page 34.

Phase 2 – Home-based stabilisation exercises, week 3

During the third week (Figure 6), graded trunk stabilisation exercises in lying, sitting, and standing were added to the MDT. The purpose of graded trunk stabilisation exercises was to improve muscle control. Initially, the stabilisation exercises were home based and performed without any equipment.

Phase 3 – Stabilisation training with equipment at the physiotherapy department, weeks 4-9

The training was then scheduled at the physiotherapy department three times a week (Figure 6). In the training, dumbbells, expanders and weight
Figure 10: Training program. The pictures are from the MOBILUSw training application.
machines for strength training were used. The low-load muscular endurance exercises were gradually increased in intensity on an individual basis with respect to the patients’ reported leg pain and the observed movement control and quality. A schedule was used to record the progress in the number of exercises and weights throughout the training period. An example of the training program can be seen in Figure 10). During the last weeks, the patients were encouraged to continue exercising on their own at a gym or to perform some other type of physical training of their own choice. Throughout the training period, the patients proceeded with the MDT exercises, which were continuously discussed and evaluated by the physiotherapist in collaboration with the patient.

Follow-up visit

Four weeks after the completion of the nine-week physiotherapy treatment period, the patients attended a follow-up visit to the physiotherapist. The aim of this visit was to encourage a high level of compliance with respect to continued trunk stabilisation exercises and MDT practice.

Evaluation methods

In this thesis, there are three types of evaluation methods; questionnaires, interviews and assessments of the centralisation phenomenon. The data were then analysed statistically (Studies I-II, IV) or using content analysis (Study III).

Questionnaires

All the patients presented in this thesis answered questionnaires, which have been found to be reliable and valid. The questionnaires included descriptive data including age, gender and duration of pain before treatment. Patients in Study I also answered questions about their history of previous disc herniation surgery.

Pain

Pain intensity was rated on two Visual Analogue Scales (VAS), one for leg pain and one for back pain (Scott and Huskisson, 1976). The VAS ranges
from 0 to 100 mm, from “no pain” to “maximum pain”. A score of 0-10 mm on the VAS was defined as no pain (Öberg et al., 2003).

**Back-specific function**

The Oswestry Disability Index (ODI) comprises ten items assessing back-specific function (Fairbank et al., 1980). Each item is scored from 0 to 5. The total score is expressed as a percentage, where 0% represents no disability. An ODI disability score of 0-20% was defined as minimal or no disability, 21-40% moderate disability, 41-60% severe disability, 61-80% crippled and a score above 80% was defined as either bedbound or exaggerating their symptoms (Fairbank et al., 1980). According to Öberg et al. (2003), a score of 0-10% was defined as no disability. Good reliability and validity have been reported (Fairbank and Pynsent, 2000; Grönblad et al., 1993).

**Kinesiophobia**

The Tampa Scale for Kinesiophobia (TSK) questionnaire comprises 17 items assessing the subjective rating of kinesiophobia. Each item has a 4-point Likert scale with scoring alternatives ranging from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”. A total sum is calculated after inversion of the individual scores for items 4, 8, 12 and 16. The total score varies between 17 and 68. A high TSK value indicates a high degree of kinesiophobia. Vlaeyen et al. (1995a) defined a cut-off of >37 as a high degree of kinesiophobia. The TSK-SV has been found to be reliable and valid for use in Swedish patients with persistent low back pain (Lundberg et al., 2004).

**Self-efficacy**

The Self-Efficacy Scale (SES) consists of eight items assessing functional self-efficacy beliefs specifically related to various basic physical activities (Estlander et al., 1994). Each category is scored on an 8-point Likert scale whereby the patients estimate how long they believe they would be able to endure the activity, from less than 2 minutes to more than 45 minutes. The total score range is 8-64, with higher scores indicating more positive beliefs. The reliability has been tested in a Swedish population of LBP (Johansson, 1999).
**Catastrophising thoughts**

The Pain Catastrophising Scale (PCS) comprises 13 items assessing catastrophising thoughts (Sullivan et al., 1995). Each item is scored from 0 to 4 and the scores are added up from 0 to 52, where 0 is no catastrophising thoughts. Patients scoring above 24 on the PCS are classified as catastrophisers and below 15 as non-catastrophisers (Sullivan et al., 1995). The PCS is a reliable and valid measurement of catastrophising (Sullivan et al., 1995).

**Health-related quality of life**

The European Quality of Life in 5 Dimensions (EQ-5D) questionnaire was used to measure health-related quality of life (HRQL) (Rabin and de Charro, 2001). The EQ-5D consists of two parts; the first part involves five dimensions with three levels of answers. Possible values range from –0.59 to 1.0, where 1.0 is optimal health. The mean EQ-5D index is 0.86 for a Swedish population aged 40-49 years (Burström et al., 2001b) and a value of ≤ 0.86 could therefore be defined as normal for this age group. The second part is the EuroQol Visual Analogue Scale (EQ-VAS) ranging from 0 (worst possible health state) to 100 (best possible health state). The EQ-5D has been tested and validated (Burström et al., 2001a).

**Depressive symptoms**

The Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale (ZDS) consists of 20 items assessing depressive features (Zung, 1965). Each item has a 4-point Likert scale from “seldom” to “almost always”. The scores are added up from 20 to 80. The more depressed the patient is, the higher the score obtained. A score of 35 or higher would indicate depressive symptoms (Arpino et al., 2004; Zung, 1965). The ZDS is a reliable and valid measurement (Zung, 1965).

**Patient satisfaction**

Patient satisfaction with treatment was measured on a three-grade Likert scale – satisfied, less satisfied and dissatisfied (Strömqvist et al., 2001).
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Work disability

Work status was measured using a three-grade Likert scale – working full time, full-time sick leave and part-time sick leave.

Pain drawing

The area of pain distribution was marked on a body outline drawing (front and back, full view) to record the location of pain or symptoms. Four different symbols were used for different qualities of pain; aching, pins and needles, numbness and muscle cramps. These features were chosen with regard to the fact that all patients had disc herniation. The pain drawings were evaluated with a clear overlay body template and the most distal pain was coded (Donelson et al., 1991; Long, 1995; Werneke et al., 1999). Figure för att visa områdena.

Figure 11: Body outline template used for indicating pain distribution.

Interview

Data were collected through interviews in Study III. An interview guide with open-ended question areas was composed with regard to health and everyday living. For the purpose of this study, the following question was analysed; Could you please describe how you are feeling?
The patients were contacted by phone, informed about the study and asked if they would like to participate. The interviews were conducted in a separate room at the physiotherapy department by a researcher familiar with the rehabilitation process for patients with disc herniation.

The interviews took place over a period of four months in 2009, approximately three years after treatment started. In the SPG, the interviews lasted 25-46 minutes (median 31.5 minutes) and, in the OG, 18-97 minutes (median 31 minutes). In all, 11 hours and 58 minutes of interviews were tape-recorded and then transcribed verbatim. The researcher listened to the interviews and corrected the transcripts as necessary before starting the analysis. The text was then analysed according to content analysis, see page 36.

Assessment of the centralisation phenomenon

Before and after each visit to the physiotherapist, the patients completed a pain drawing. Two weeks after the treatment started, centralisation or non-centralisation was determined on the basis of the self-reported pain drawings and the assessments of the physiotherapist who treated the patient. There were three definitions: the centralisation group, the non-centralisation group and the partial reduction group. The definitions by Werneke et al. (1999) were somewhat modified in this study to suit patients with lumbar disc herniation, all of whom had radiating leg pain and qualified for lumbar disc surgery on the basis of their symptoms and MRI verification. Later on, the non-centralisation group and the partial reduction group were merged into one group, named non-centralisers, in order to obtain an acceptable sample size.

Centralisation group

1. A clinically induced change in the location of pain referred from the spine goes from the most distal position toward the lumbar midline. At a minimum, the pain must move from one body part to the next (for example, from the foot to the calf or from the calf to the thigh).

2. The change in pain location must remain positive, i.e. centralised (the lateral or distal pain does not reappear), as a result of mechanical movements/positions. Pain that was centralised during repeated movements or positions must remain positive/centralised after resuming weight-bearing position.
3. The changes in pain location initially observed on the first visit must continue their proximal movement on subsequent trials (until all symptoms have disappeared).

Non-centralisation group

1. No change in pain location occurs, or

2. The location of the pain changes from a central to a more distal location on all treatment visits.

Partial reduction group

1. The pain location changes from a more distal to a more central location during each visit, without any progressive movement of the initial pain location toward the midline at consecutive visits, or

2. No change in pain location occurs during any one visit, but the patient experiences a gradual decrease in pain and a shift in pain location during subsequent visits.

Analysis

In this thesis, a different statistical analysis was used for questionnaires and for the assessment of the centralisation phenomenon. In the qualitative study, content analysis was performed (Table 2).

Statistical analysis

Study I: The results are presented as median values and range, except for age, which is presented as the mean and standard deviation (SD). The significance level was set at 5%. Statistical comparisons between those with and without kinesiophobia were made from logistic regression with adjustment for age and gender. Comparison without adjustment was calculated with the chi-square test, with pooling of categories when necessary.

For five patients, one TSK item was missing and we used imputation with linear regression to replace the lost information. The imputation technique used here may lead to an underestimation of the variance, but the small number of imputed data made this a minor problem. The ODI score
Table 2: Statistical analyses used in the studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median values and IQR</td>
<td>II, IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median values and range</td>
<td>I, III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean SD</td>
<td>I, II, IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic regression with adjustment for age and gender</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann-Whitney U test</td>
<td>II, IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilcoxon’s signed rank test</td>
<td>II, IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi-square test</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear regression to replace the lost information</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content analysis</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

was calculated as the sum of the ODI items divided by the number of valid items. In four patients, one item was missing.

Study II and IV: The results are presented as median values and interquartile ranges (IQR), except for age, which is presented as the mean and SD. Changes over time within groups were analysed with Wilcoxon’s signed rank test. Changes between groups were analysed with the Mann-Whitney U test. Statistical significance was set at an alpha level of 0.05.

For two patients, one item on the TSK was missing and missing data imputation was used to recover the lost information. For nine patients, one ODI item was missing. The ODI score was calculated as the sum of the ODI items divided by the number of valid items.

Content analysis

Study III: The interview texts were analysed by content analysis. Content analysis can be used both qualitatively and quantitatively. Content analysis is useful both as a method and a technique in analyses of texts. Krippendorff (2012) emphasises the importance of making replicable, valid inferences from texts or other meaningful matter to the contexts of their use. Content analysis proceeds step by step, in order to recognise patterns, themes and sub-themes (Figure 12) (Patton, 2002).
The researcher and interviewer (GLS) and the experienced qualitative researcher (ED) read all the interviews in order to grasp the content. GLS then analysed the data and ED followed the paths shown in the analysis. In the analysis, the meaning units were condensed and coded according to their content. Since there were more negative comments in the OG compared with the SPG, a decision was made to mark the codes as positive, negative or neutral. Each patient’s codes were then summed up in positive, negative and neutral descriptions and a predominant judgement of codes per patient and per group was made. In order better to illustrate the two treatment groups, a choice was made to specify the number of codes in each group (Krippendorff, 2012). The codes with similar content were counted and formed into sub-themes. Finally, sub-themes were formed into themes. Every part of the analysis was continuously re-read and discussed by GLS and ED to improve credibility.

Ethics

Written information was sent together with the questionnaires to the patients in Study I. The patients in Studies II and IV were given verbal and written information and informed consent was obtained. Written informed consent was obtained from each patient in Study III before the interview commenced. The Regional Ethical Review Board approved the studies (No. Ö246–03).
Summary of results

Study I – High degree of kinesiophobia after lumbar disc herniation surgery

Study I was a cross-sectional study of 84 patients who were operated on due to lumbar disc herniation, at Södra Älvsborg Hospital, 10-34 months prior to this study. Twenty of the 84 patients had previously undergone surgery for lumbar disc herniation. Of these 20, 18 were operated on twice, one patient had been operated on three times and one patient had been operated on five times.

Eighty patients answered the Tampa Scale for Kinesiophobia (TSK). Approximately half of them (36/80) were classified as having kinesiophobia, scores of more than 37 on the TSK. Descriptive data were comparable between the groups with and without kinesiophobia in terms of age, gender, place of birth, number of operations and disc herniation level. Before surgery, patients with kinesiophobia had not experienced symptoms any longer than patients without kinesiophobia.

Patients classified as having kinesiophobia obtained statistically significantly poorer results in eight of ten outcome measurements in comparison to those without kinesiophobia (Table 3). In Figure 13, the number of patients with each score on the TSK is shown.

Study II – A structured physiotherapy treatment model can give rapid relief to patients who qualify for lumbar disc surgery

Study II was a prospective cohort study with a 24-month follow-up after structured physiotherapy treatment. No patient had undergone surgery at the three-month follow-up. At the 12-month follow-up, three patients had undergone surgery and, at the 24-month follow-up, one additional patient had been operated on. After surgery, these four patients were excluded from further follow-ups.
Table 3: Patients 10-34 months after surgery were classified as having kinesiophobia or not having kinesiophobia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessments (n)</th>
<th>Kinesiophobia median (range)</th>
<th>No kinesiophobia median (range)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ODI</td>
<td>32 (0–74)</td>
<td>12 (0–64)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQ-5D index</td>
<td>0.72 (-0.07 to 1.0)</td>
<td>0.80 (-0.16 to 1.0)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQ-5D VAS</td>
<td>68 (15–97)</td>
<td>80 (2–100)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAS back pain</td>
<td>44 (0–89)</td>
<td>12 (0–87)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAS leg pain</td>
<td>23 (0–91)</td>
<td>8 (0–84)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZDS</td>
<td>40 (22–67)</td>
<td>34 (22–51)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCS</td>
<td>26 (4–45)</td>
<td>14 (0–28)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES</td>
<td>35 (12–62)</td>
<td>51 (19–64)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kinesiophobia is defined as >37 on The Tampa Scale for Kinesiophobia (TSK) which ranges from 17-68, with lower score indicating less severe symptoms.

ODI = Oswestry Disability Index
EQ-5D index = European Quality of Life in 5 Dimensions questionnaires index
EQ-5D VAS = European Quality of Life in 5 Dimensions questionnaires VAS
VAS = Visual Analogue Scales
ZDS = Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale
PCS = Pain Catastrophising Scale
SES = Self-Efficacy Scale

A statistically significant improvement was seen in all outcome measurements at the three-month follow-up: disability, leg and back pain, kinesiophobia, HRQoL, depression and self-efficacy (p<0.001). These improvements could still be seen at the 12- (p<0.001) and 24-month (p<0.001) follow-ups compared with baseline (Figures 14 and 15). Baseline values were collected when the patients had had symptoms at least six weeks.

Before treatment, all patients reported leg pain. Three months after treatment, the median on the VAS was 9 mm, i.e. classified as no leg pain (Öberg et al., 2003). Twenty-three patients (56%) reported no leg pain at the three-month follow-up. At baseline, 22 patients (54%) reported severe disability (>40 on ODI) and three patients reported no disability. The degree
A structured physiotherapy treatment model can give rapid relief of disability decreased at the three-month follow-up, as only nine patients (22%) reported severe disability and 26 patients (64%) reported no disability.

At the three-month follow-up, 32 (78%) of 41 patients were satisfied with the structured physiotherapy treatment. At the two-year follow-up, the number of satisfied patients was 29 (78%) of 37 patients.

Figure 13: Number of patients for each score on the TSK. The TSK ranges from 17-68. Patients with a score of more than 37 were classified as having kinesiophobia.
Figure 14: The figure shows the rapid relief of the patients’ disability (ODI = Oswestry Disability Index), pain intensity in the leg and back (VAS = Visual Analogue Scale) and fear of movement (TSK = Tampa Scale for Kinesiophobia). A substantial and significant improvement was seen at the three-month follow-up and it could still be seen at 12 and 24 months. At baseline, the patients had had symptoms for at least six weeks. The graph shows the median values from all outcome measurements at baseline and at the 3-, 12- and 24-month follow-ups.
A structured physiotherapy treatment model can give rapid relief

Figure 15: The figure shows the rapid relief of the patients’ depression (ZDS = Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale) and self-efficacy (SES = Self-Efficacy Scale), while health-related quality of life is measured by the EQ-5D VAS and EQ-5D index. A substantial and significant improvement was seen at the three-month follow-up and it could still be seen at 12 and 24 months. At baseline, the patients had had symptoms for at least six weeks. The graph shows the median values from all outcome measurements at baseline and at the 3-, 12- and 24-month follow-ups.
Study III – Patients’ experience of health three years after structured physiotherapy or surgery for lumbar disc herniation

Study III was a qualitative interview study. The interviews showed that the patients experienced both a feeling of well-being and a feeling of ill-being. The patients who felt good said that they felt good most of the time but that they sometimes had symptoms of various kinds (Figure 13). Some patients said that they did not take that much notice of their symptoms and that they were active despite symptoms. The patients also said that, when symptoms occurred, they could deduce why they did so, which made it easier to handle and cope with the symptoms. Patients treated with structured physiotherapy expressed a high level of well-being.

Figure 16: An illustration of the theme "Feeling of well-being" including the sub-themes. It describes the patients’ experience of feeling fine, having no symptoms and being physically active despite symptoms.

The patients who said that they felt bad (ill-being) had both physical and psychological symptoms. They also stated that they were anxious that their symptoms would return. This anxiety led to their avoiding physical activity. It was only patients in the Operative Group (OG) that expressed anxiety.

Both the patients that were operated on and the patients that were treated
Figure 17: An illustration of the theme “Feeling of ill-being” including the sub-themes. It describes the patients’ experience of feeling bad, with both physical and psychological symptoms, including anxiety. The anxiety led the patients who had undergone surgery to avoid physical activity.

with structured physiotherapy (SPG) expressed feelings of well-being and ill-being. However, when a quantitative analysis of the number of codes was performed, it showed that, in the SPG, a high number of codes were found for the theme Feeling of well-being and, in the OG, a high number of codes were found for the theme Feeling of ill-being. The codes were then summarised per patient, Table 4.

Table 4: Predominant judgement of codes per patient.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Positive patients</th>
<th>Neutral patients</th>
<th>Negative patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPG</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OG</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Study IV – The occurrence of centralisation of pain after McKenzie therapy for patients with MRI-verified lumbar disc herniation and long-standing pain

This study was a prospective cohort study with prognostic value. At baseline, the majority of the patients had experienced severe leg pain for more than three months. Twenty-one of the 41 patients centralised two weeks after McKenzie therapy had started, 14 patients achieved a partial reduction in symptoms and six patients were non-centralisers. Patients in the partial reduction group and the non-centralisers were pooled into one group, labelled non-centralisers, resulting in two groups; centralisers (n=21) and non-centralisers (n=20). At baseline, the pain distribution and pain intensity were equal in both groups. Thirty-two patients reported symptoms in the foot as the most distal symptom. After two weeks, ten patients (24%) had no pain; they were all centralisers. Fourteen patients still had symptoms in the foot; twelve of them were non-centralisers (Figure 18). One of the two centralisers with symptoms in the foot described “pins and needles” and numbness, while the other patient had pain but only 7 mm on the VAS (VAS 0-10 mm was defined as no pain). The change in pain distribution corresponded well with the physiotherapists’ assessment of the centralisation phenomenon. At the three-month follow-up, 23 patients (56%) reported no leg pain (0-10 mm on the VAS). Of these, 15 were centralisers and eight were non-centralisers.

Both groups had improved significantly with regard to their leg pain at the three-month follow-up (p < 0.001) and centralisers also improved with regard to back pain (p = 0.001). Furthermore, centralisers reported statistically significantly lower pain intensity in both the leg (p = 0.014) and the back (p = 0.006), compared with non-centralisers at the three-month follow-up. However, there were no statistically significant differences in the degree of change between the two groups regarding pain intensity in the leg or back over time.

At baseline, there was a statistical difference between centralisers and non-centralisers (p = 0.038) regarding disability, as evaluated with the ODI. The non-centralisers were more disabled than the centralisers. In spite of the baseline difference the centralisers had improved statistically significantly (p = 0.024) more than the non-centralisers at the three-month follow-up. The centralisers’ results at the three-month follow-up were significantly better than those of the non-centralisers (p < 0.001). However, both centralisers
Figure 18: Change in pain location; baseline compared with two weeks after start of McKenzie therapy.

and non-centralisers improved significantly over time.

Regarding self-efficacy, there was a significant difference at baseline between centralisers and non-centralisers, where centralisers reported higher self-efficacy (p = 0.026). Both groups improved significantly over time. However, the centralisers had improved significantly more (p = 0.041) than the non-centralisers at the three-month follow-up. Moreover, the results at the three-month follow-up showed that the centralisers had higher self-efficacy than the non-centralisers (p < 0.001). The TSK scores differed significantly between centralisers and non-centralisers at baseline (p = 0.010) and at the following follow-ups. There were statistically significant improvements over time in both groups. There was, however, no significant difference in the degree of change between the two groups.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The three-month follow-up showed a significantly higher value on all measurements compared with the non-centralisers, who did not experience a significant improvement regarding leg pain at the three-month follow-up. In both groups, pain intensity significantly improved in all outcome measurements. At baseline, the patients had pain for at least six weeks. Both groups improved significantly in all outcome measurements, apart from non-centralisers, who did not experience a significant improvement regarding leg pain at the three-month follow-up. At the three-month follow-up, centralisers had obtained a significantly higher value on all measurements compared with non-centralisers.

Figure 19: The graphs show the change in disability (ODI = Oswestry Disability Index), pain intensity in the leg and back (VAS = Visual Analogue Scale), self-efficacy (SES = Self-Efficacy Scale) and fear of movement (TSK = Tampa Scale for Kinesiophobia) in the two groups, centralisers and non-centralisers. At baseline, the patients had pain for at least six weeks. Both groups improved significantly in all outcome measurements, apart from non-centralisers, who did not experience a significant improvement regarding leg pain at the three-month follow-up. At the three-month follow-up, centralisers had obtained a significantly higher value on all measurements compared with non-centralisers.
This thesis shows that the structured physiotherapy treatment model produces early, significant and substantial improvements in all the measured domains for patients with severe, long-standing pain due to lumbar disc herniation. Furthermore, the improvements could still be seen at the two-year follow-up. Moreover, half the patients with lumbar disc herniation centralised their pain after two weeks of McKenzie therapy, in spite of the fact that they were surgical candidates. Study III, which had a qualitative research approach, showed that, three years after treatment, patients treated with structured physiotherapy experienced well-being and were physically active despite their symptoms. Patients treated with surgery experienced ill-being and were avoiding physical activity due to anxiety.

Evaluation of patients with lumbar disc herniation

One aim of medical research is to produce evidence of the effects of treatment. When it comes to patients with disc herniation, there are problems measuring the effects of treatment, as natural healing is regarded as fairly extensive and is difficult to estimate. It has been shown that one third of the patients with sciatica recovered within two weeks and approximately 75% within three months (Vroomen et al., 2002). According to another study, 60% of the patients with disc herniation had recovered after three months and 70% after twelve months (Weber et al., 1993). With these results in mind and the guideline of waiting six to eight weeks before surgery is considered (Bono et al., 2006), the inclusion criterion for the present studies was set at six weeks in order to minimise the effect of natural healing. Moreover, the majority of patients in the present studies had had pain for more than three months at inclusion, which would further minimise the effect of natural healing.

To date, the present studies are unique because of the patients’ long period with severe pain before the structured physiotherapy treatment began. The intention was to try to avoid patients whose disc herniation had healed naturally. There are some studies that have investigated physiotherapy treat-
ment for patients with disc herniation, but they have had a period of pain shorter than six to eight weeks before treatment began (Albert et al., 2012; Albert and Manniche, 2012; Brötz et al., 2003). These studies were therefore unable to control for natural healing. Likewise, a large, randomised, multicentre study, the spine patient outcomes research trial, had difficulty controlling for natural healing. Its aim was to compare surgery with so-called usual care. The problem consisted of cross-over between the two randomised groups. Due to natural healing, patients randomised to surgery crossed over to usual care and, the other way around, patients who were randomised to usual care had undergone surgery within six weeks (Weinstein et al., 2008, 2006b). To summarise, RCTs and cohort studies have had difficulty controlling for the natural healing of the disc herniation and the results are therefore inconclusive and difficult to interpret.

Surgery for lumbar disc herniation has been investigated in numerous studies. Surgery has been compared with a variety of treatments such as education, chiropractic, unspecified physiotherapy, acupuncture, injections and medication (Atlas et al., 2005; Peul et al., 2008; Weber, 1983; Weinstein et al., 2006a,b). Surgery has been well described in these studies, but the other treatments have only been vaguely described and various treatments have been used. Previous studies have reported favourable short-term (after three months - one year) outcomes for surgery, but no major differences between surgical and other treatments have been demonstrated in the long term (more than two years) (Jacobs et al., 2011; Osterman et al., 2006; Weber, 1983; Weinstein et al., 2006a,b). The conclusions that are drawn from the comparison between surgery and non-systematic other treatments may thus be misleading.

In order to compare the effects of surgery with physiotherapy, it is necessary that not only surgery but also physiotherapy has a well-structured treatment protocol. In this thesis, we have evaluated a structured physiotherapy treatment model, but we have not compared it with surgical treatment. However, Studies II and IV illustrated a rapid (two weeks and a three-month follow-up), statistically significant and substantial improvement from structured physiotherapy treatment. The improvements could still be seen at the two-year follow-up in terms of all outcome measurements.
Different aspects of health and empowerment of patients

In Study II, the change over time in Health Related Quality of Life (HRQoL) was measured using the EQ-5D instrument; it had improved significantly after only three months. However, health is a subjective experience of the utmost importance to the individual but without apparent disease correlates. The WHO has defined health as “a state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity” (World Health Organisation, 1948).

Many of the most commonly used quality of life measurements are considered incomplete in their ability to capture the quality of life of the individual patient (Carr and Higginson, 2001). Since quality of life is seen as an individual construct, it was decided also to conduct interviews on patients’ experiences of health in Study III. Surprisingly, despite the fact that the interviews were conducted as long as three years after treatment, a variation was found between patients who had undergone surgery and those that had had physiotherapy treatment.

Patients who were treated with structured physiotherapy described a high degree of well-being and were active despite their symptoms. Patients who had undergone surgery reported the opposite – namely, a high degree of ill-being and the avoidance of physical activity because of fear of pain. It can be speculated that the feeling of well-being might be explained by the ability of the structured physiotherapy treatment to empower the patients to increase their self-efficacy. This is in line with Bandura (2004), who states that health is greatly influenced by lifestyle habits and increased self-efficacy enables people to take some control of their health. The patients who underwent surgery were not treated with the structured physiotherapy model.

The philosopher Gadamer (1996) stated that the question ”Do you feel healthy?” is an absurd question since health is not a feeling. Health instead means being engaged in what happens around us in private life, as well as in the world around us, being together with people around us and being actively involved and rewarded in our everyday lives. From the opposite perspective, he also claims that the medical field is oriented towards mastery and gaining control of illness. This is perhaps what happened to the patients who underwent surgery in Study III; the operation mastered the illness on behalf of the patients. They were unable to master their illness by themselves. It is possible to speculate about whether the patients became worried after surgery when they felt symptoms and they therefore
avoided activity, in order not to end up in the same position again, needing surgery to master illness. On the other hand, the patients who were treated with structured physiotherapy may have learnt to master illness by themselves and their self-efficacy increased. If the symptoms recurred, they would probably be able to master their illness again. Moreover, the patients treated with physiotherapy described themselves as active. Being active and being involved were defined as a part of the condition of health by Gadamer (1996).

The high degree of well-being in the physiotherapy group in Study III and the positive results at the three- and 24-month follow-ups (Study II) might be explained by the strategies for patient empowerment in the MDT method. The use of empowerment strategies has been promoted, as it is thought to improve the effects of physiotherapy treatment (Perreault, 2008). Furthermore, the results of a study by Pellino et al. (1998), comparing the preoperative education of patients randomised between an empowerment teaching method and a traditional teaching method, showed that patients in the empowerment group obtained significantly higher self-efficacy than the control group. One desired outcome in traditional teaching is compliance with the prescribed treatment. In empowerment teaching, the desired outcome is an informed patient who is qualified to make his/her own decisions about his/her own health care (Funnell et al., 1991). In the empowerment model, the patients and the provider form a partnership in teaching/learning and shared decision-making. It is shown that only a minority of patients do not wish to have a role in, or responsibility for, treatment decision-making (van Til et al., 2010). This description of empowerment teaching and shared decision-making corresponds well with the goal of the MDT method and of the treatment that the patients in the structured physiotherapy group used in this thesis were offered. However, interestingly enough, the concept of empowering the patient is not mentioned by McKenzie and May (2003). It is possible to speculate about whether patient empowerment might be the most powerful part of the MDT and of the structured physiotherapy treatment model used here, but this has to be evaluated in more detail in future studies.

Centralisation of pain

A key part of the MDT concept is centralisation of pain, which is evaluated with different purposes in several studies (Aina et al., 2004; Albert et al.,
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2012; Laslett et al., 2005; Long, 1995), including Study IV in this thesis. Study IV showed that, in half the patients, pain centralised after only two weeks of MDT treatment, in spite of having MRI-verified disc herniation with a broken outer annulus. However, McKenzie and May (2003) have stated that MDT is not effective if the patients have a disc herniation with a broken outer annulus, since the hydrostatic mechanism in the disc is a prerequisite for influencing the internal disc displacement and thereby enabling centralisation. This statement has led physiotherapists educated in the method to avoid using MDT when a disc herniation is confirmed on MRI.

In this thesis, what actually happens in the disc is not investigated, but, in Studies II, III and IV, we investigated the patients’ experience of reduced symptoms. However, it has previously been shown that there is no obvious link between MRI-verified improvements in disc herniation and nerve root compression in relation to definite recovery (Jensen et al., 2007). Earlier studies have also questioned McKenzie’s statement, but there are some limitations to those studies. The first limitation is that, in two studies, the disc herniation was not confirmed by an MRI (Albert and Manniche, 2012; Skytte et al., 2005). Secondly, one study group only included patients who responded with centralisation of pain during the first five daily physiotherapy sessions, which means they included a highly selected group of patients who were already improving (Broetz et al., 2010; Brötz et al., 2003). Thirdly, one study showed that 43 of 46 patients with extruded or sequestered discs centralised, but a vague definition of the centralisation phenomenon was used. So-called unstable centralisers were defined as pain centralised during movements, but, after resuming a weight-bearing position, the pain reappeared (Albert et al., 2012). In spite of this, Albert et al. (2012) support the results of Study IV. Moreover, Adams et al. (2010) have re-interpreted the scientific literature regarding the healing of intervertebral discs. They suggest that physiotherapists who traditionally employ mechanical loading as a healing stimulus should evaluate therapies to relieve discogenic pain by promoting healing in the disc periphery by stimulating cells, boosting metabolic transport and preventing adhesion and re-injury. Taken together, the results of Study IV are important for physiotherapists working clinically, as we now have evidence that patients with MRI-verified disc herniation can be successfully treated with MDT.
Fear of movement and empowerment of patients

As presented in Study I, half the patients who had undergone surgery ten to 34 months earlier were classified as having kinesiophobia. These results were surprising, as it was a long time after surgery and the patients had been recommended to exercise, according to an early, active training model (Kjellby-Wendt and Styf, 1998). It was therefore expected that the patients would have again returned to an active life. However, 62 of 80 patients (78%) were actually back at work, but half of them were classified as having kinesiophobia. The number of sick-listed patients corresponds fairly well with the findings of den Boer et al. (2006a), who reported reduced work capacity in 25% of the patients six months after lumbar disc surgery. Furthermore, fear of movement/(re)injury before surgery has predicted more disability and severe pain six month after lumbar disc surgery (den Boer et al., 2006b).

In contrast, in the patients treated with structured physiotherapy in the prospective Study II, only four of 35 patients (11%) were classified as having kinesiophobia one year after treatment started and 33 patients (94%) were back at work. The discrepancy between the results in Studies I and II is interesting. One explanation could be that, in Study I, the patients who had had surgery more than once were included. Twenty of 84 patients (24%) had previously undergone back surgery, so there was a large number of re-operations compared with other studies that report a re-operation rate of 5-10% (Jansson et al., 2004; Morgan-Hough et al., 2003). As a result, several of the operated patients had had pain longer before surgery in Study I than the patients had had before physiotherapy in Study II. Another reason for the difference in kinesiophobia between Study I and Study II may be the effect of the structured physiotherapy treatment in Study II, which aims at empowering the patients, increasing self-efficacy and reducing fear of movement.

It has previously been shown that patients with chronic pain and a high degree of kinesiophobia, who participated in a multidisciplinary programme, including physiotherapy, increased their physical activity and reduced their degree of kinesiophobia at the six-month follow-up (Koho et al., 2011). The above reasons could all be possible mechanisms for reducing the number of patients who were classified as having kinesiophobia in Study II. Another thing to bear in mind as a doctor or physiotherapist is that it has been shown that health-care providers who hold beliefs reflecting fear avoidance may influence the patients to be more fear avoidant
Fear of movement and empowerment of patients

(Coudeyre et al., 2006; Linton et al., 2002). The way physiotherapists introduce the training post-surgery and the way doctors and physiotherapists express themselves regarding post-surgery activities is therefore important. If it is the empowerment component that makes the difference between the two groups in Study I and Study II, then it seems reasonable that the post-surgery treatment should be updated and include a more patient-empowering treatment strategy.

Kinesiophobia and fear of movement are often used synonymously in the literature. During the last decade, an increasing number of studies supporting the basic assumptions of the fear-avoidance model have been published (Vlaeyen and Linton, 2012). However, the fear-avoidance model has also been questioned and it needs to be conceptually expanded and further tested in order to provide adequate clinical utility (Pincus et al., 2010).

In a study of 64 patients with LBP and a mean of 41.6 on the TSK, the relationship between kinesiophobia and avoidance of lifting was studied and no relationship was confirmed (Reneman et al., 2003). In part, the same authors performed an additional study with an extended study group and concluded that the relationship between pain and pain-related fear and functional capacity was weak or non-existent in patients with chronic LBP (Reneman et al., 2007).

In an event-related functional MRI study of neural correlates of the fear of movement, 60 women (30 chronic LBP, 15 healthy controls and 15 women with arachnophobia (fear of spiders)) were included. The chronic LBP patients were divided into a high and low fear-avoidance group according to the TSK, with a cut-off value of 35.5 on the TSK, with 15 patients in each group. The participants viewed photos with neutral or back-stressing movements and pictures of spiders, while the functional MRI data were acquired. The patients with chronic LBP and high fear avoidance did not differ from those with low fear avoidance or pain-free participants in their reaction to the back-stressing photos. However the arachnophobic individuals reacted with the expected fear reaction to the pictures of spiders and activations in “fear areas” in the brain. The authors conclude that the concept of fear of movement is not really a fearful emotional state but something different (Barke et al., 2012). These results are interesting when you consider the results in Study III where just one of ten operated patients reported kinesiophobia, in spite of the fact that the operated group experienced ill-being and avoided activity. Moreover, two patients reported kinesiophobia in the physiotherapy group, despite the fact that they experienced well-being and were active in spite of their symptoms.
Patient empowerment may be the most important part of the MDT concept, but how does the MDT succeed in empowering patients? There are probably several reasons. Number one could be the expected immediate effect of the positions and the repeated movements the patient performs. The patient often experiences an instant change in pain, due to different movements and positions, and the patient learns how to evaluate the change. This immediate effect of pain response is empowering for the patient and the patient learns how he/she by him/herself can influence and control the pain, which results in increased self-efficacy. Another important factor is that the next appointment with the physiotherapist is within a short period of time, one or two days, to be able to guide the patient further (McKenzie and May, 2003). An important motivator in learning is pain; when it comes to both removing pain and empowering the patient to increase his/her self-efficacy and probably also in the opposite way – increased pain can cause people to become fear avoidant and kinesiophobic.

**Methodological considerations**

RCTs are regarded as the most reliable method for determining the efficacy of different treatments and minimising bias. However, despite the good reputation of RCTs, conflicting conclusions among RCTs are not uncommon. It has also been shown that agreement between pairs of randomised trials and non-randomised studies was most common when the pairs were of high methodological quality and when there was a clinical similarity between the pairs in terms of settings, populations, interventions and outcomes (Furlan et al., 2008). In the absence of well-executed RCTs, evidence must rely on observational studies (Rosén et al., 2009). Study II was planned as an RCT, but the number of patients available for inclusion was not sufficient, in spite of a long period of inclusion. It was therefore decided to present the results as a prospective cohort study, since we judged the results to be interesting for physiotherapists and doctors working clinically and their patients.

It should be pointed out that well-educated people are generally more knowledgeable about medical options and are in better position to promote their own interests (Rosén et al., 2009). This might be a limitation in Studies II, III and IV, as we did not investigate the level of education or socio-economic conditions. Moreover, 45 of 80 patients (56%) did not want to
participate in the randomisation procedure; they wanted to decide for themselves whether to obtain surgery or physiotherapy treatment. This could be a limitation in our study, but shared decision-making is also an important and promoted part of today’s medical treatment.

In Studies II and IV, 41 patients were analysed after completing treatment according to a structured physiotherapy model. The number of patients was quite small, but the statistically significant differences from baseline to the three-month follow-up were strong in all the measurements included in Study II and in all the measurements apart from pain intensity in the back in non-centralisers in Study IV. Moreover, the minimal important change (MIC) is proposed as a 15-mm decrease on the VAS and a 10-degree decrease on the ODI (Ostelo and Vlaeyen, 2008). The MIC was achieved on the VAS for leg and back pain and on the ODI in Study II and, correspondingly, for both centralisers and non-centralisers at the three-month follow-up in Study IV.

After structured physiotherapy treatment, there are no known risks, at least not if the physiotherapist has an examination in the MDT method and is thereby experienced in the treatment of patients with LBP. However, the patient needs to invest time and energy in movements and training in order to succeed and get better. On the other hand, after surgery, the patients may be pain free immediately on the day after surgery, without any training and without any effort of their own. However, there are several risks, such as infection, when it comes to surgery. Clinical practice today is that many patients are recommended simply to wait for healing and stay as active as possible during the healing period. If patients cannot bear to wait until the pain decreases, surgery is presented as a leg-pain-reducing treatment. Since we have shown positive results just two weeks after structured physiotherapy treatment and significant and substantial results at three months, this would not be a long time to wait for surgery, especially since the waiting time for an appointment with an orthopaedic surgeon in Sweden can be fairly long. It would probably save time for the patient to begin a structured physiotherapy treatment at an early stage, before an appointment is made with a surgeon. There may also be a risk of persistent pain if patients only wait at home and are worried because of the intense pain. Furthermore, it is costly for both the individual and society just to wait and be on sick leave. We therefore argue that it is beneficial for the patient to reduce pain with proper treatment and economically beneficial for society to start structured physiotherapy treatment before surgery is considered.

In Study IV, the physiotherapist who treated the patient also made an
evaluation of whether or not the patient had centralised after two weeks. This might be a limitation of the study. An independent observer or examiner would have been better. It was, however, not possible to organise a person who observed all the evaluations. The evaluation of whether or not the patient centralised was made after two weeks by the physiotherapists from the collected experience of the patient’s response to movements and positions during the last two weeks and the pain drawings the patient filled in by him/herself before and after each visit. In some studies, the evaluation of centralisation was made after only one visit (Albert et al., 2012; Edmond et al., 2010; Laslett et al., 2005). In Study IV, the evaluation was made after the compiled experience from two weeks, which, we argue, is a strength.

According to research practice, we have dichotomised the TSK and patients with a value of over 37 were classified as having kinesiophobia (Vlaeyen et al., 1995a). Two values close to each side of a border are therefore categorised in two different classes (Harms-Ringdahl, 2012), as shown in Figure 13 in Study I. This is a way to simplify reality, in order to be able to study it statistically. However, this is not a “true” value and, in a clinical setting, it is important to consider whether or not the individual has a high fear of movement. Classifying the individual as having or not having kinesiophobia based simply on a value of 37 on the TSK is therefore questionable.

Similarly, discussion, such as that valid for kinesiophobia, is possible regarding the cut-off scores for several other instruments. In Studies I-IV, 0-10 mm on the VAS was defined as no pain (Öberg et al., 2003). In Studies I and II, a value of over 0.86 on the EQ-5D was defined as normal HRQoL (Burström et al., 2001a). Antonovsky (1991) questions the approach to health as a dichotomy variable, where you can be healthy or not healthy. He promotes health as a continuum where you can have better or poorer health. He has advocated a salutogenic concept in contrast to a pathogenic approach. The salutogenic concept includes sense of coherence (SOC). SOC consists of three dimensions: comprehensibility, manageability and meaningfulness. These three dimensions are key factors for people’s perception of health and the way people view life and stressful situations, according to Antonovsky (1991). It is therefore important to evaluate patients’ perspectives of health with methods other than questionnaires. This is supported by Underwood et al. (2006), who concluded that their qualitative analysis found clearer differences between groups than their main quantitative analysis regarding patients’ perceptions of physiotherapy treatment. It is a methodological strength in this thesis that both quantitative and
Limitations

Qualitative methods were used to evaluate experiences of health. This has provided a deeper understanding of the patients’ experiences, which would not have been achieved using nothing but questionnaires.
Conclusions

In this thesis, all the included patients had severe, long-standing pain due to lumbar disc herniation and they all qualified for lumbar disc surgery. The conclusions from the studies are as follows.

**Study I** One year after surgery, half the patients were classified as having kinesiophobia and these patients reported significantly more symptoms in all the measured domains than the patients that were classified as not having kinesiophobia.

**Study II** The patients treated with a structured physiotherapy model had improved significantly and substantially in all assessments: disability, leg and back pain, kinesiophobia, health-related quality of life, depression and self-efficacy at the three-month follow-up. These results could still be seen at the 24-month follow-up. Consequently, these patients did not qualify for lumbar disc surgery after they completed the structured physiotherapy treatment. The structured physiotherapy treatment model can therefore be recommended before considering surgery, when patients report symptoms such as pain and disability due to lumbar disc herniation.

**Study III** Patients treated with either structured physiotherapy or surgery described varying experiences of health three years after treatment for lumbar disc herniation. The interviews showed that the patients, in the group treated with structured physiotherapy, expressed the most descriptions in feeling of well-being and they were physically active despite symptoms. In the group treated with surgery patients expressed more feeling of ill-being and were anxious and expressed that they avoided physical activity. It is possible to speculate that the experience of well-being may be explained by the ability of structured physiotherapy treatments to empower patients.

**Study IV** Half the patients with MRI-verified disc herniation and severe, long-standing pain reported that their pain centralised two weeks after treatment according to the McKenzie therapy. The centralisers
improved significantly more than the non-centralisers in terms of disability and self-efficacy. The centralisers and the non-centralisers improved significantly and substantially over time in terms of leg pain, disability, self-efficacy and kinesiophobia. The findings in this study support the belief that patients with lumbar disc herniation can be treated successfully with the MDT method.

**Thesis** The overall conclusion from this thesis is that a structured physiotherapy treatment model for patients with pain and disability due to a lumbar disc herniation should be recommended before surgery is considered
Clinical implications

When planning the treatment protocol for patients with lumbar disc herniation, it appears to be important to remember that many patients experience various degrees of fear of movement. As many as about half the patients in this thesis were classified as having kinesiophobia, i.e. a fairly high degree of fear of movement, one year after surgery. As treatment after surgery involves physical training, the physiotherapist needs to have a knowledge of how to deal with patients with a high degree of fear of movement when introducing the various movements, positions and training exercises in the treatment protocol. The MDT method aims to reduce the patients’ pain using various positions and movements and to encourage empowerment and give the patients tools to treat themselves. This was probably the reason for the low degree of fear of movement in Study II (approximately 10% were classified as having kinesiophobia) one year after the structured physiotherapy treatment. Strategies of empowerment can be recommended for implementation in the treatment protocol for postsurgical rehabilitation.

This thesis recommends the structured physiotherapy treatment model for nine weeks before considering surgery, when patients report severe pain and disability due to lumbar disc herniation. It appears to be important to give the patients with severe pain the opportunity to obtain effective structured physiotherapy treatment at an early stage, rather than passively waiting for healing. The treatment model can therefore be recommended for patients with back and leg pain assessed by physiotherapists educated according to the MDT method, even though a lumbar disc herniation has not been confirmed with an MRI.

In Study III, the importance of the patients’ own experiences and thoughts about their pain and their relationship with surgery, physiotherapy, attitudes to physical activity and their own health was illustrated. It is possible that, if a more structured physiotherapy model including empowerment had been used for the patients that underwent surgery, these patients would not have reported ill-being. Well-being reported by the patients treated with structured physiotherapy after three years is a pleasure to see. The reasons for this need to be explored in detail in future research, as the results can be expected to be of great importance for not only patients with lumbar disc herniation but also patients with other musculoskeletal problems.
Future perspectives

To further confirm the results of these studies, it would be appropriate to conduct an RCT comparing the structured physiotherapy treatment model with natural healing or surgery for patients with lumbar disc herniation.

Future research is also needed to examine the impact of psychological components in relation to the centralisation phenomenon and how the empowerment of patients, according to the MDT method, influences the patients’ symptoms.

The qualitative interview (Study III) provided a deeper understanding of health from the patients’ perspective than was possible using the questionnaires. It seems reasonable to use qualitative interview studies more frequently in order to include the patients’ perspectives and thereby add new knowledge and hypotheses for future research.
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